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This document was prepared by the Center for International Earth Science
Information Network (CIESIN) of the Earth Institute at Columbia University under
NASA contract NNG08HZ11C for the continued operation of the
Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC).

TerraViva! SEDAC Viewer can be ordered free of charge by filling out the online request form at:
http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/terraVivaUserWeb/
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I.

Introduction

TerraViva! SEDAC Viewer (henceforth TV! SEDAC or TV!) is produced and distributed under license from ISciences
LLC. This integrated data visualization tool, which is distributed free of charge, comes prepackaged with data from
the NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC) as well as other public domain sources. Additional
free map data can be downloaded from TerraViva! GeoServer at http://www.terraviva.net/data/aboutdata.htm.
For video tutorials on the use of TV! visit: http://www.youtube.com/SEDACTerraViva/.
Note: This tutorial is based on a beta version of the TerraViva! SEDAC Viewer 2011 release. The final release has
additional tools such as mask creation and multivariate analysis that are not addressed in this tutorial. Most of
these new functions are found under the Tools menu.

What Makes the TerraViva! SEDAC Viewer Unique?
TV! SEDAC is a one of a kind educational tool, combining the power of an electronic atlas with a unique data
viewing engine that compresses a lot of data into a compact format. The following are some of its most salient
features:


Ease of use for non‐GIS specialists, yet includes some
useful GIS capabilities.



Global data viewing engine lets users examine hundreds of
variables.



Dynamic color‐coded maps for faster quick comparison of
countries.



Support for rendering maps in more than fifteen different
geographic projections.



Create customized maps and charts.



A library of maps by theme: population distribution, land
cover, physical geography, and more.



Gazetteer geographic locator can pinpoint cities, states,
provinces, countries, water bodies, and weather stations.

Limitations
TV! SEDAC is a powerful data visualization and analytical tool that includes hundreds of data sets. Unlike Google
Earth, which is purely a visualization tool, users can explore the actual data values in given locations because the
maps in TV! are “real” data sets, not just pretty pictures. That said, TV! is not a full scale geographic information
system (GIS), nor is it intended to be. The primary value of TV! is to better understand the relationships among
socioeconomic (population and poverty distribution, land use and land cover) and biophysical variables, and to
quickly obtain information about a given location. More advanced GIS users will still find TV! useful because it
permits quick data evaluation without having to download and convert files from native formats. The map guides
and metadata (which can be found under the Help menu) provide documentation on how the data sets were
produced and the units of measurement, as well as information about where to obtain the data.
A primary limitation of TV! is that the data format is specific to the software (TerraViva! Map format, or .tvm) and
you cannot import your own data. This is mitigated by the fact that there is a large library of additional data
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available free of charge at www.terraviva.net (see Section V for instructions on importing maps). Though not a
limitation that is unique to TV!, users should also be aware that global raster data sets are produced at different
scales and resolutions. Grid cell sizes in TV! range from 90 meters (for Coastal Sea Level Rise) to 111 km (or 1o) for
many of the climate model data sets. As a result, representation of coast lines and water bodies vary from data set
to data set. This may affect spatial overlay analysis. Unlike a traditional GIS, users cannot overlay map layers to see
where there are discrepancies, but they can mouse over pixel values to see, for example, if a pixel with population
values in a population layer is part of a water body in land cover layer. The difference in resolutions and
land/water boundary representations will affect results for Spatial Data Analysis.

II.

Installation

Terra Viva! SEDAC Viewer is designed for use in Microsoft® Windows® 98, 2000, XP, Vista, or NT 4.0 with Service
Pack 3 or later. Administrator privileges are required for installation. To install, place the DVD in the drive and
follow installation instructions from the screen prompts. The program should start automatically. If not, run the
program "setup.exe" in the root directory of the DVD. Once the installation process is complete, shortcuts for
TerraViva! SEDAC Viewer will be placed on the desktop and the "Start" menu. (Note to Vista users: to launch right‐
click on the TerraViva! SEDAC icon on your desktop and choose “run as administrator”.)

III.

Getting Started

On launching TV! SEDAC, the software will automatically seek to connect with the ISciences TerraViva! GeoServer
via the Internet. This enables automatic download and installation of data sets from the GeoServer to your hard‐
drive. If there is no Internet connection, a popup warning will indicate as much and you can click “okay” to work
offline. The only functionality that is lost is the ability to download data.
On launching, a splash screen will appear with four buttons offering a User’s Guide, My TerraViva!, a Read Me file,
or to continue. Unchecking the “show this dialog” box will circumvent the splash screen on future launches.

Figure 1. TerraViva! Splash screen
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Across the navigation bar are a series of tools. Refer to Figure 2 for a menu.

Figure 2. TV! Toolbar Description

By mousing over pixels, the underlying data values are revealed. In Figure 3, a human footprint value of 30 (on a 1‐
100 scale) is obtained for a 1‐kilometer pixel in central Pennsylvania.
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Figure 3. Basic Data Exploration

In the lower left‐hand corner of the TV! window (bottom of Figure 3) there are a number of items that are
enlarged below for better visibility. In the top left box, TV! indicates the first administrative level unit (admin1) in
which the cursor is located, in this case Pennsylvania. To the right, it gives the pixel value relative to the range. In
the bottom left box, the latitude and longitude followed by the map scale representation for that current view are
provided. The next box indicates whether you have chosen to preserve area (“A”) or scale (“S”) when you re‐size
the map window. Clicking on this box allows you to toggle between them. This is followed by your date and local
time.
Beyond the pan, zoom, and recenter tools on the toolbar, there are a number of other useful tools. In Figure 4
(left), clicking on the “rainbow” menu item will bring up the map legend. Note that both the map and the legend
can be copied to the clip board by using the Edit  Copy menu. In Figure 4 (right), by clicking on the Map Ruler
icon one can measure the distance between points, and for multi‐part line segments. Click again on the Map Ruler
to turn the line off.
In Figure 5, right clicking on the map brings up a menu that allows you to obtain news and weather for that
location (if connected to the Internet), to copy the latitude and longitude to a clip board, to get data on local point
features (Get Local Features and Get Closest Point) (see Section IV on vector features), to turn off terrain relief.
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The right inset of Figure 4 shows what the magnifier looks like, and the bottom inset show the results of a Quick
Query that yields basic map statistics for a circle of 100km radius drawn on Washington, DC.

Figure 4. Legend and Map Ruler Menu Items

Figure 5. RightClick Options in TV! SEDAC

For those preferring keyboard shortcuts, you can obtain a list of them by hitting ctrl‐F1 (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Keyboard Short Cuts

By going to Map Library  Map Options, it is possible to display maps with terrain relief, a view of night time for
that particular time, and a lat‐long grid turned on (Figure 7). Just below, by selecting Start Google Earth, you can
link your current view to the same location in Google Earth, which can be very helpful for identifying locations in
TV! with greater precision.

Figure 7. Map Options
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A very useful feature of TV! SEDAC is the ability to support multiple projections and multiple viewing windows of
the same location. Figure 8 shows four maps layers (clockwise from upper left: Human Footprint, Elevation and
Bathymetry (with night‐time turned on), GlobCover Land Cover, and Tropical Cyclone Frequency) displayed using
different projections, but all linked so that as you pan and zoom the location will change in each. The Link icon (see
page 5) is depressed in all four windows to permit synchronization; simply toggle the Link if you wish to de‐sync
one or more of the windows.

Figure 7. Map Projections and Linking Windows

Users can find locations by going to GeoInfo  Gazetteer … and either selecting from the pick list on the right, or
typing in a geographic location or feature in the free text search below. The pick list will display Countries, First
Level Admin Units, Cities, Lakes, and also point data, depending on the Geographic Entity displayed in the second
pick list. In Figure 8, the user has typed “New York” in the free text search (bottom left) and the state’s centroid is
highlighted by a flashing blue cross hairs.
Also under the GeoInfo menu, one can also obtain information on environmental agreements (including full texts
of many treaties), organizations and groups (such as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade or the G‐77), and
other reference information (e.g., weights and measures, cross reference list of geographic names).
Finally, under Tools there is a tool to Convert Units to and from different systems of measurement, which is a
handy for reference purposes.
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Figure 8. Using the Gazetteer

IV.

Vector Features

Vector features are points, lines, and polygons (as opposed to data represented in the raster format of even grid
cells covering the earth). Vector features are turned on and off in TV! SEDAC using the Map Features menu item
(see page 5). In Figure 9, Map Features for Coastlines and Subnational boundaries are overlaid on the Human
Footprint map by checking their respective checkboxes. Clicking on the colored boxes to the left brings you to a
menu in which you can change the color of the line or point features.

Figure 9. Displaying Vector Map Features
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To quickly turn off displayed vector features, use the Map Feature dialog box (Figure 9), check the box Show Only
Selected, and then uncheck the respective map features.
The number of point features that will display depends on the zoom level; the higher the zoom level, the more
point features will display. TV! SEDAC includes a number of point features:





Country labels according to different groupings;
Two sets of city locations (CitiesPlaces which is provided by ISciences and UrbanPlaces is a much larger set
of settlements of 5,000 or more which is from SEDAC’s Global Rural‐Urban Mapping Project);
Weather stations; and
Climate impacts data from a database prepared for the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report by Rosenzweig et
al. (2006), which includes the point locations and citations of studies that show climate impacts on
agricultural, terrestrial, marine, coastal, and hydrological systems and the cryosphere (glaciers and ice
sheets) that are consistent with a regional warming signal.

When displaying point features, it may be helpful to display a subnational map so as to more easily identify their
location (go to GeoData  Select a GeoRegion  World Subnational Political Boundaries 2007). To display the
point data, right click near a point location and select Get Closest Point and chose the point type. In Figure 10(a),
the user is selecting ImpactTerrestrial for more information on a study of terrestrial climate change impacts in the
southern tier of New York State. Figure 10(b) shows the result – a citation concerning a study on the effect of
global warming on the arrival date of short distance migratory birds in North America.

Figure 10. Selecting and Displaying Information on Point Features
(a)

(b)
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V.

The Map Library and Importing Map Layers

TV! SEDAC includes scores of maps prepackaged with the software. In addition, if you are using TV! while online
certain map layers will include “(download)” at the end of the map title. If you select these layers TV! will begin a
download process that lasts a few seconds to up to a minute depending on the spatial resolution of the data set.
(This procedure is not recommended for low band‐width Internet connections.) Once downloaded, the data set
will appear in the same place in your menu but without the “(download)” label.
Note that to create a new map frame, you must always begin from the first Human Footprint map frame, which
has a header labeled “1: TerraViva! Base Map: Human Footprint v2 2007 (SEDAC)”. If you choose a new map layer
from any other window, the new map will replace the map you have in that window. To ensure stability of the
software, it is not advisable to have more than 4 or 5 open windows.
Map layers are labeled in such a way that the reference or publication date, where available, is included at the end
of the map name, and the short source is included in parentheses (e.g. “SEDAC” for the Socioeconomic Data and
Applications Center, “USGS” for the US Geological Survey, etc.). Additional documentation of each data set is
provided in Map Guides and Metadata found under the Help menu (see Section VIII on Data Documentation).
Maps are categorized into 11 categories:













Biodiversity includes maps of biomes, ecosystems, and life forms;
Climate includes maps of mean annual temperature and precipitation as well as time series maps of
monthly temperature and precipitation by decade of the 20th Century compiled by the Climate Research
Unit of East Anglia University;
Climate Change includes projected future changes in temperature and precipitation by the Goddard
Institute of Space Studies (GISS) and the UK Met Office (also known as the Hadley Centre), as well as sea‐
level rise bands in 1 meter increments and change in runoff from a study by Nohara et al. (2006).
Elevation includes NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data that has been gap filled by
ISciences (the source map tells you the source by location);
Human Impacts includes several SEDAC distributed data sets (Anthropogenic Biomes, the Human
Footprint, and Human Appropriation of Net Primary Productivity) as well as a Human Impacts on Marine
Systems data set;
Land Cover includes a wide range of land cover and land use data sets;
Natural Hazards include data distributed by SEDAC and produced by the Center for Hazards and Risk
Research (CHRR) and CIESIN for a 2005 World Bank Natural Disasters Hotspots study, as well as more
recent layers produced for the International Strategy on Disaster Reduction by a consortium of groups led
by UNEP;
Population includes population density and urban extent maps by SEDAC (from Gridded Population of the
World and Global Rural‐Urban Mapping Project) as well as Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Landscan;
Poverty includes SEDAC maps of infant mortality rates and child malnutrition;
Satellite Composite includes NASA and NOAA satellite remote sensing composites and a map of
maximum greenness (NDVI) produced by ISciences;
Water includes multiple data sets that were prepared for the Second World Water Development Report
(WWDRII) as well two FAO‐Goethe University irrigation maps;

Last on the pick list is the category of Imported Maps, which will be discussed below. Note that TV! SEDAC
purposefully includes multiple data sets representing the same phenomenon. This allows you to explore the
differences among the data sets in conjunction with the documentation describing how each data set was
developed in the Map Guides.
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There are additional map layers available for download free‐of‐charge from the GeoServer catalog at
www.terraviva.net.1 Once in the catalog, use a search term or click on a link at the bottom to locate a map layer,
then click on the “Download” button for the data set you wish to add. You will be taken to a new page, where you
will click on the link for “Data for download: Map: <Map Name>”. Click on this link and download the zip file to
C:\Documents and Settings\<username>\My Documents\TerraViva! (or to a download directory of your choice).
Using Windows Explorer, go to this directory and extract the contexts of the zip file to the same directory, noting
the file name (usually a 3 or 4 digit number). From TV! SEDAC, go to File  Import TerraViva! Map… and select the
file name with the .xtvm format (navigating if necessary to the correct directory). The map will open, and the title
will be added to your Map Library under Imported Maps.

VI.

GeoData – National Level Statistical Data

TV! SEDAC also includes a number of collections of what the package calls GeoData, which are national level
statistical data, indicators, and composite indices. A number of these are SEDAC indicator collections that come
prepackaged with the software (e.g., Environmental Performance Index, Environmental Sustainability Index,
Natural Resource Management Index); others are available only when using TV! from a computer connected to the
Internet (e.g., Earth Trends 2005 by the World Resources Institute or the International Energy Annual by the US
Energy Information Agency). A complete list of the Indicator collections available to you can be found by clicking
on the GeoData menu. The indicator set that is in Bold typeface is the one that is your default database when you
use select the Info icon (see page 5) and click on a country. For example, in Figure 11, the user has selected the
International Energy Annual database as a default, and clicks on Estonia with the Info icon. This retrieves all the
data from that database for display in a series of tabs (by category).

Figure 11. Retrieving GeoData for Estonia

1

The full link to the GeoServer catelog is http://geoserver.isciences.com:8080/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home.
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It is also possible to create chloropleth (thematic) maps with GeoData, as well as to display them in tabular form
and conduct simple statistical analyses. There are two ways to access the menu: from Map Library select Create a
Dynamic Map, or from Tools select Plot GeoData. Figure 12 shows an annotated diagram of this dialog box, and
Figure 13 shows the result of a chloropleth map for this variable, which is petroleum consumption. Figure 13 also
displays the Legend and the Data Set Definition, obtained by clicking on the Metadata button. An arrow also points
to the tool that can be used to animate the map using the time series data on petroleum consumption.

Figure 12. Annotated Dialog Box for Plotting Tool

Figure 13. Dynamic Chloropleth Map
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The tool can also be used for data exploration and hypothesis testing. Clicking on the Table button (top, second
from right) produces the table found in Figure 14(a). The table can be sorted on any column, or copy‐and‐pasted
into MS Excel or a statistical package for further analysis. Selecting a second variable using the Y Variable tab in
Plotting Tool dialog box, and then clicking on the Scatter Plot icon, allows you to see if there is a relationship
between any two variables (Figure 14(b)). The scatter plot in Figure 14(b) demonstrates that there is a strong
statistical relationship between total petroleum consumption (X axis) and GDP‐PPP (Y axis) (r‐square = .870). In
this case, the two variables were logged (choose Data Type and toggle between log and raw data values), a
regression line was applied (Tools  Regression Line), and a point was selected and identified as belonging to
China. A cross hairs on the dynamic map of petroleum consumption will show where China is located.

Figure 14. Tables and Scatter Plots Using GeoData
(a)

VII.

(b)

Advanced Analysis

TV! SEDAC permits overlay analysis with up to three map layers. This allows you to create cross tabulations such as
population by land cover class by country. It is important to point out at the beginning that these cross tabulations
are for exploratory data analysis, not for scientific studies. Anyone wishing more rigorous results should use a full
scale GIS and make the effort to reconcile boundaries (as discussed under Limitations on page 3). In our
hypothetical population by land cover class by country illustration, practically this may mean that a certain
(generally small) proportion of the population ends up being classified as living in water bodies because of spatial
mis‐matches in the respective data sets.
A simple example of a cross tabulation is land are under different land cover classes by country. For this analysis
we go to Tools  Spatial Query and we select National Political Boundaries in the first dialog box (for Map 1), and
then we click on the Map 2 button and select “GlobCover Land Cover 2008 (ESA)” as the second layer. At this point
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we click Okay and the tabular results are displayed along with the Spatial Query dialog box in Figure 15. These
results can then be selected (Edit  Select All) and copied, and then pasted into MS Excel or a statistical package
for further analysis.

Figure 15. Results of a Spatial Query – Area under Different Land Covers by Country

It is possible to use TV! SEDAC to answer a whole range of questions – indeed as many questions can be answered
as there are map layers to answer them. Here are examples of some questions that might be relevant for an
assessment of likely impacts of climate change:





How many people in each country may potentially be impacted by sea‐level rise?
Which subnational regions have the highest average population density in areas of greatest tropical
cyclone impact?
How many people in each country will be impacted by significant changes (>20%) in rainfall runoff
between now and 2080?
What is the average infant mortality rate in drought impacted portions of countries compared to non‐
drought impacted regions

Let us take the second of these questions ‐ Which subnational regions have the highest average population density
in areas of greatest tropical cyclone impact? This is a three map query. We start again by selecting the Sub‐
National Political Boundaries (Map 1), and then for Map 2 we select “Cyclone Hazard Frequency 2006 (CHRR)”.
When we click on the button for Map 3, a dialog box interrupts us and asks us to choose how bin the Cyclone
Hazard Frequency data, since this is a continuous rather than a categorical variable like land cover. The original
“default” binning is in Figure 16(a). We will choose to change the bins from 5 to 4, and to modify the cutoff (max
and min bin) values so that they appear as in Figure 16(b). We will consider any standardized score of 6 and above
(on a score of 0‐10) to be a place of high frequency cyclones. For Map 3 we will select SEDAC’s “GRUMP Population
Density 2009”.
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Figure 16. Setting Bin Values for Continuous Variables

Figure 17(a) shows the results. Sorting the table on the fifth column (values ranging from 6.00 to 10.00) shows that
the National Capital Region of the Philippines followed by three South Korean provinces, Tokyo, Taipei, and Hong
Kong all have above 59,000 persons per square kilometer in the highest risk zone. Changing the bin values would
obviously change the results. Note that the dialog box shows that Mean was selected – meaning the average
population density. If Sum is selected, we will get the total population. Figure 17(b) shows the resulting table
sorted by population size in the high risk cyclone areas. In this case, the top seven provinces are all in China, with
more than 140,000 people each in these high risk cyclone zones. Figure 18 shows the GRUMP Population Density
Map on the left and the Cyclone Hazard Frequency map on the right, verifying that there is a heavy population
concentration in these areas of highest cyclone frequency.

Figure 17. Results of Three Way Spatial Query: Population by Admin1 Unit by Cyclone Hazard
(a)
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Figure 17. Results of Three Way Spatial Query (continued)
(b)

Figure 18. Maps Showing GRUMP Population Density and Cyclone Frequency
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VIII. Data Documentation
Last but not least we come to data documentation. All of the SEDAC data products come packaged with Map
Guides and metadata. Map Guides and metadata for non‐SEDAC products can be found in the TerraViva!
GeoServer catalog by searching for the appropriate layer using the search tool. A sample Map Guide for the Annual
River Discharge can be found in the appendix. Each Map Guide provides a summary of the data set, including
sections describing what it is, its source, why it was produced, how the data were constructed, and special notes.
The map guides also provide a guide to the legend and a section on sources. The metadata also provides a brief
abstract, but in contrast to the Map Guide, relatively little background information is provided. Instead, the
metadata provides you with links for finding and downloading the data online.

IX.

Comments or Questions

We hope you enjoy using TerraViva! SEDAC. If you have comments or questions, please contact SEDAC User
Services at ciesin.info@ciesin.columbia.edu. If you have additional global scale data sets that you think would be
useful in TV! SEDAC, please feel free to recommend them. If you have developed course materials or lab exercises
for high school or college level, please share these with us. In the future we plan to develop a more interactive
Web site for educational users to share ideas with one another.
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Annex 1. Sample Map Guide

Annual River Discharge, Blended 1950‐2000 (WWDRII)
Summary
What is it? This map shows annual river discharge for the globe on a 0.5 X 0.5 degree global
river network. Blended river flow represents a composite of observed river discharge from the
Global Runoff Data Centre and modeled river flow. Annual river discharge is computed as flow
accumulated long term average runoff along a 30-minute resolution digital river network and
blended with observed discharge data where available (km3/yr).
Source of the map. GWSP Digital Water Atlas (2008). Map 39: Annual River Discharge (V1.0).
Available online at http://atlas.gwsp.org. The data are also available online at
http://wwdrii.sr.unh.edu/download.html.

Why was the map produced? River discharge represents the accumulation of surface waters
into river conduits ultimately conveyed to the ocean or other receiving water body. Discharge volumes are
correlated with upstream drainage area and average upstream runoff. Larger and wetter basins typically
have higher discharge rates. Climate change associated with greenhouse gas warming could result in a
potential acceleration of the hydrologic cycle leading to greater frequency and intensity of extreme events
like floods and drought. Drainage basins located in transitional zones between humid and arid zones such
as the Sahelian region of Africa may be most vulnerable to shifts in climate. Areas affected by seasonal
precipitation patterns such as the monsoon region of India also represent climatically sensitive drainage
basins. A monthly version of the dataset is also available.

How was the map constructed? River discharge was computed as flow accumulated runoff
along a 30-minute resolution digital river network (Fekete et al., 2001, Vörösmarty et al, 2000a,b).
Observed river discharge records were obtained from the Global Runoff Data Centre, (Koblenz,
Germany).
Special Notes/Comments about the Map. The map is available as a graphic (PNG
format).

What do the Colors Mean?
Each color represents a cluster or similar values expressed in cubic kilometers of discharge per year.
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5 450
4 360
3 270
2 180
1 090
0
No Data

Information Mode. Information Mode enables access to Country Profiles. A left click on the map
will display the Profile window for the country located at the cursor position.
Sources and Acknowledgements. The dataset for this map was provided by: Charles J.
Vörösmarty, Water Systems Analysis Group, Complex System Research Center, Institute for the Study of
Earth, Oceans and Space, University of New Hampshire, USA.
References
Fekete, B. M., C. J. Vorosmarty, W. Grabs. 2002. High-resolution fields of global runoff combining
observed river discharge and simulated water balances, Global Biogeochemical Cycles, 16 (3): 15-1 to
15-10.
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